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Executive summary
In the past few decades, a standard model of cosmology, ΛCDM, has emerged. According to our
understanding, our Universe is about 13.8 billion years old, and expanded from an initial hot and
dense state. Baryonic matter accounts for 5% of its present matter-energy content, non-baryonic
dark matter for about 25%, and some unknown form of energy with negative pressure, dubbed dark
energy, for the remaining 70%. The galaxies and clusters of galaxies that we observe today form by
the gravitational collapse of tiny primordial fluctuations of the spacetime metric, thought to originate
from an early stage of fast accelerated expansion, known as cosmic inflation.
But very fundamental questions remain unanswered: we do not know what the dark matter and dark
energy are, whether dark matter interacts, or if extra light particles exist. We are unsure whether
inflation did indeed take place and exactly what physics was at work in the very early Universe. We
still have to reconcile the laws of gravitation with the standard model of particle interactions – both
of which are known to be incomplete and require extensions to explain existing observations. We do
not know the topology of the Universe, or whether it is finite or infinite. We do not fully understand
how structure forms, or why some structures on small scales appear to be incompatible with ΛCDM
predictions. We do not have a convincing explanation for anomalies in the large-scale statistics of
cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies, except invoking chance multipole alignments and
excursions in tails of the realization of a Gaussian random field.
The distribution of matter and energy in the Universe, by virtue of being the product of physical laws
and their effect on the Universe’s constituents, encodes answers to these questions. We thus propose to
conduct an unprecedented full census of this distribution, over scales from one arcminute to the entire
sky, and over 99% of cosmic history. The census will be carried out using a high-angular-resolution,
high-sensitivity spectro-polarimetric survey of the microwave sky, which will track faint signatures of
matter and radiation interactions across cosmic time, exploit the CMB as a multi-faceted cosmology
probe, and construct a three-dimensional picture of the various components of the cosmic web, across
space and time, using five main observables:
1. tracers of the interaction of the CMB with free electrons in the cosmic web (Sunyaev-Zeldovich
effects), to map the distribution of hot gas, its temperature, and large-scale velocity flows;
2. CMB deflections by gravitational lensing, used as a tracer of mass in the entire Hubble volume;
3. high-redshift dust and line emission, to map atoms in structures across cosmic time;
4. primary CMB anisotropies at the cosmic-variance limit, to constrain parameters of ΛCDM and
its extensions or alternatives;
5. distortions of the CMB blackbody spectrum, to probe the thermal history of the Universe and
all processes that can impact it up to redshifts of a few million.
None of these can be observed with high accuracy in full isolation from the others. Most of them
probe inter-connected phenomena, which justifies combining the observations. The combined survey
will provide a comprehensive and detailed view of the history of the Universe, and a tomographic and
dynamic census of the three-dimensional distribution of hot gas, velocity flows, early metals, dust,
and mass distribution. In addition to its exceptional capability for cosmology, this survey will be
extremely valuable for many other branches of astrophysics.
The proposed survey requires an L-class space mission, featuring three instruments that observe within
the 10–2000 GHz frequency range, at varying spectral and angular resolutions. Two of these instru-
ments will be located at the focus of a large (3-m class) cold (∼ 8 K) telescope, providing arcminute-
scale angular resolution at 300 GHz. A broad-band, multifrequency, polarimetric imager will provide
sensitive observations of the CMB and of SZ effects, while a moderate spectral resolution (R ' 300)
filter-bank spectrometer will map the IR background and atomic and molecular lines out to high red-
shift. These instruments will comprise tens of thousands of mm and sub-mm detectors, which will be
cooled to sub-kelvin temperatures for sky background-limited performance.
An additional guest focal plane instrument, compatible with the overall constraints of the mission,
can be considered for increased science outcomes beyond the mission’s primary science goals.
On the same platform (or on an independent spacecraft) absolute spectroscopy across the entire
frequency range will be performed by a Fourier-transform spectrometer (FTS) consisting of one or a
few independent FTS modules, covering the full 10–2000 GHz band with spectral resolution ranging
from 2.5 to 60 GHz, angular resolution ranging from a fraction of a degree to a few degrees, and overall
sensitivity < 1 Jy sr−1, 4 to 5 orders of magnitude better than that of COBE-FIRAS.
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We envision 6 years of observation from an orbit around the L2 Sun-Earth point, with two different
observing modes: a survey for about half the mission time, to map the entire sky as well as a few
selected wide fields; and an observatory mode, during which the rest of the time will be made available
to the wider scientific community for an opportunity to observe regions of specific interest.
Although ambitious, the proposed survey builds upon previous space mission concepts already studied
at the pre-phase-A or phase-A levels (CORE, PICO, and SPICA). The FTS instrument builds on sim-
ilar technology flown on COBE and Herschel, and on the previously proposed PIXIE and PRISTINE
mission designs.
Past experience teaches us that progress in cosmology has often come in unexpected ways through
opening up new directions. By systematically probing the Universe using many approaches, and with
an unprecedented capability to observe faint signals coming from the largest cosmological distances,
the proposed mission will be key in pushing back the frontiers of our understanding of the Universe
that we live in. It will be transformational in many areas of physics, astrophysics, and cosmology at
the most fundamental level, in a way that is unmatched by any other existing or proposed experiment
– and can only be achieved from space.
While one cannot guarantee completely resolving all the open questions we plan to address, the survey
proposed is guaranteed to transform our knowledge of the Universe. It will also be of immense legacy
value for many branches of astrophysics, with an unprecedented view of microwave emissions at sub-
arcminute to few-arcminute angular resolution in hundreds of frequency channels.
1. Scientific introduction
1.1. Open questions in cosmology
The twentieth century witnessed the spectacular transformation of physical cosmology into a quan-
titative branch of science and has ushered the era of “precision cosmology”. During the past two
decades a standard cosmological model has emerged: inflationary ΛCDM. Seven independent param-
eters describe the matter and energy content of the Universe, its expansion history, and the statistical
distribution of initial perturbations that evolve to form the large-scale structures we observe today [1].
Even though ΛCDM provides a good phenomenological fit to most cosmological observations, it lacks
an underlying theoretical explanation, and is, at best, strikingly incomplete. In the absence of ob-
servations capable of discriminating between different options, parameters in natural extensions to
ΛCDM are set to default values driven by simplicity. For the minimal ΛCDM, we do not know the
nature of 95% of the contents of the Cosmos. Inflation explains a host of phenomena including the
origin of density perturbations and the topology of the Universe, but we do not have a physical model
for it.
Not all current observations match the theoretical expectations of ΛCDM. For the lowest multipoles,
the amplitude of cosmic microwave background (CMB) fluctuations are somewhat too low, enough
to motivate investigations for possible explanations. Hemispherical power asymmetry and alignments
of CMB multipoles on large scales question the assumptions of homogeneity and statistical isotropy.
There is a significant 4σ tension in the determination of the Hubble constant between CMB and
distance-ladder measurements [2], and there are apparent inconsistencies with observations of struc-
tures at galaxy and cluster scales [3].
These inconsistencies may disappear with refinements of theoretical modeling and data analyses, or
may point to new physics, as do the existence of dark matter and dark energy, inflation, and the
incompleteness of particle physics. Are we missing an essential piece of the puzzle? Current data are
not sufficient to provide definitive answers.
The matter-energy constituents of the Universe, the laws of gravitation and particle interactions, and
the initial state of metric perturbations, all impact the distribution of matter structures and radiation
in the Universe. By mapping the components of our Universe across space and time at the next level
of detail, we will open a new window on the properties of the Universe, and on the machinery that
governs cosmic evolution and encodes the fundamental laws of nature.
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1.2. Cosmological observations in the microwave sky
Confidence in inflationary ΛCDM relies on its spectacular consistency with observations of the CMB
anisotropy, and with other cosmological probes [Ref. 4, and references therein]. The primary CMB1
gives an image of structures and velocity flows in a thin shell at z ' 1100, and hence also at a specific
time. Cosmic variance2 precludes stringent statistical tests of the global cosmological paradigm on
the largest scales using primary CMB data alone.
The CMB is a bath of radiation that permeates the entire Universe and interacts with everything
in it. Every process that exchanges energy with the cosmic microwave photons leaves an imprint.
We propose to exploit these imprints to extract answers to the key open questions in astrophysics by
making measurements at microwave and submillimeter wavelengths of four sets of related phenomena:
1. interactions of the CMB photons with structures of matter through gravitational lensing and
through scattering with electrons. Observations of these “secondary CMB anistropies” will
probe structures throughout most of the Hubble volume (Sect. 2);
2. microwave emission of baryonic matter (cosmic dust, atoms, and molecules) residing in the
cosmic web out to high redshift. Mapping this emission and combining it with maps of secondary
CMB anisotropies will give a tomographic view of the Universe on large scales (Sect. 3);
3. primary CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies. Higher fidelity measurements will
give new insights on the cosmological model and on the fundamental laws of physics (Sect. 4);
4. distortions of the CMB blackbody spectrum. Searching for distortions will open a new window
to investigate phenomena predicted by minimal ΛCDM or its extensions, and will provide unique
discovery space for unexpected phenomena (Sect. 5).
These observables are linked because none of them can be observed in isolation. All contribute to the
total emission observed in the microwave band, and each is a source of confusion when measuring
others. None of these signals can be fully exploited without understanding them all – and many of
them provide answers to closely related cosmological questions.
2. A census of structures with the CMB as a backlight
Current experiments have vividly demonstrated the enormous potential of using the CMB as a back-
light to study the cosmic matter distribution and its evolution. A high-sensitivity, full-sky survey
with arcminute angular resolution and frequency coverage spanning the millimeter and submillime-
ter wavebands would map the distribution of essentially all baryonic and dark-matter structures in
the observable Universe, and measure the peculiar motion of matter within the cosmic web. Such a
complete matter census would be transformational.
After leaving the surface of last scattering, CMB photons interact with intervening matter primarily
via two processes: (1) scattering by electrons in ionized plasma, called the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ)
effect; and (2) deflection by gravitational potential wells along the cosmic web.
There are several variants of the SZ effect. The thermal SZ (tSZ) traces the integral of gas pressure
in the baryons associated with large-scale structures along the line of sight. Galaxy clusters are the
most dominant contributors. The magnitude of the spectral difference of the tSZ relative to the CMB
is called “the Compton-y” parameter. The kinetic SZ (kSZ) traces line-of-sight gas momentum with
respect to the CMB. Relativistic effects (rSZ) subtly alter the tSZ frequency spectrum and can be used
to directly measure gas temperatures (e.g., without relying on X-ray data). There are additionally
non-thermal SZ (ntSZ) signals that can constrain the particle composition of exotic plasmas, such as
radio bubbles driven by AGN feedback, and polarized SZ (pSZ) probes of cluster transverse motions
and internal substructure.
Gravitational potentials lens the CMB backlight [5–7]. By cross-correlating CMB lensing maps with
visible tracers, such as galaxies and clusters, we can partition the lensing signal into redshift slices, a
process known as “lensing tomography,” and measure the growth of structure back to redshifts of a few,
well past the point where galaxy cosmic shear becomes ineffective due to lack of background sources.
On smaller scales, the lensing effect probes deflections by strong localized over-densities, enabling
determination of cluster masses out to redshifts beyond the reach of galaxy shear measurements
1 ‘Primary anisotropy’ refers to patterns arising from processes at the last scattering surface’. ‘Secondary’ refers to
processes the CMB photons undergo between the last scattering surface and our telescopes.
2 ‘Cosmic variance’ represents variance in measurements arising from the limited statistics of observing a single universe.
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Figure 1: Impact of the Cosmic Infared Background (CIB) for detecting low-mass galaxy clusters at 150 GHz.
Left two panels: simulated clusters of more than 1014M, without and with 150-GHz CIB fluctuations added.
Right two panels: same but with clusters of mass between 1× 1013 and 1014M. All figures use the same color
scale.
(z > 2) [8]; this technique will be essential for using high-z clusters as a cosmological tool. CMB
lensing can also be used to detect cluster’s transverse motions through the moving-lens effect [9, 10],
complementing kinetic and polarised SZ measurements of the cosmic velocity field.
The CMB provides an ideal backlight for these studies because: (1) it originates from a known redshift;
(2) its spectrum at emission is known to be an almost perfect blackbody; and (3) its statistical
properties are well defined. It is a new and powerful tool for a comprehensive census of matter in the
Universe.
2.1. Hot gas in the cosmic web
Within only a decade, the number of galaxy clusters detected via the tSZ effect has increased from
four to well over two thousand [11–14]. A sensitive space mission with close to 1′ resolution would find
all galaxy groups and clusters throughout the observable Universe with masses above 5 × 1013 M,
achieving a complete census of these objects from the moment of their appearance. The resulting
catalog would yield the ultimate cosmological constraints from cluster counts and clustering, and
deliver a goldmine for astrophysical studies of clusters, spawning countless follow-up observations.
Beyond massive bound objects, the SZ effects open new avenues of research into unbound gas residing
in the filaments of the cosmic web in the form of the warm-hot intergalactic medium (IGM), and the
circumgalactic medium (CGM) trapped within galaxy dark-matter halos. 90% or more of all baryonic
mass resides in the IGM and CGM. However, at their characteristic temperatures and densities,
these phases defy other means of detection, hiding the majority of baryons under poorly understood
conditions. The SZ effects are an effective tool for mapping these cosmic constituents. A high-precision
all-sky map of the Compton-y parameter traces the thermal energy in these phases, while the kSZ
effect outlines their spatial density distribution. Combining them, we can extract key information
on the physical state of the IGM and CGM, establishing a whole new class of constraints on viable
feedback mechanisms[15]. More generally, such measurements will finally close our census of the state
of all observable matter in the Universe. These goals cannot be achieved by any other means.
Removal of astrophysical foregrounds is important at the anticipated signal levels. For example, far-
IR thermal emission from dust within galaxies severely contaminates the tSZ signal in lower mass
systems (see Fig. 1) because the tSZ signal roughly scales as M1.6, whereas dust emission is roughly
∝M . Observations with multiple frequencies at sub-millimeter wavelengths (from 300 GHz to 1 THz)
is essential, something that can only be realistically achieved from space.
Wide spectral coverage is also central to the other SZ revolution in the coming decade, namely “SZ
spectroscopy,” i.e., accurately measuring the SZ spectrum to separate its various components: the
rSZ, kSZ, and ntSZ effects (and potentially pSZ too, as well as faint signals from multiple-scattering
SZ effects). Data from Planck has already motivated studies along these lines [16–18].
2.2. Large-scale velocity flows
The kinematic SZ effect gives the motion of objects with respect to the CMB rest frame [19]. The
cosmic velocity field is a well-known cosmological probe (of dark energy, for example), complementary
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<latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq 1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WM tUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwY aSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjfEJ38AtC7IIR3pdV/aznkLVxs=">AAACA3icbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1 a3boKl4KrO+IOuRHDjplDB/kBbSyZN29DMZEjuCGXoE7jxVdy4UMR3cOfbmE670NYDgY9zEm7u8SMpDLrut5NZWV1b38hu5rby2zu7hb183ahYM15jSird9KnhUoS8hgIlb0aa08CXvOGPbqZ545FrI1R4j+ OIdwI6CEVfMIrW6hZKnvuQeGcTckUqx5VuW/UUWj5vowi4IWl6OukWim7ZTUWWwZtDEeaqdgtf7Z5iccBDZJIa0/LcCDsJ1SiY5JNcOzY8omxEB7xlMaR2WCdJ15mQknV6pK+0PSGS1P39IqGBMePAtzcDi kOzmE3N/7JWjP3LTiLCKEYestmgfiwJKjLthvSE5gzl2AJlWti/EjakmjK0DeZsCd7iystQPyl7lu9cyMIBHMIReHAB13ALVagBgyd4gTd4d56dV+djVlfGmfe2D3/kfP4AG1mX5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjfEJ38AtC7IIR3pdV/aznkLVxs=">AAACA3icbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1 a3boKl4KrO+IOuRHDjplDB/kBbSyZN29DMZEjuCGXoE7jxVdy4UMR3cOfbmE670NYDgY9zEm7u8SMpDLrut5NZWV1b38hu5rby2zu7hb183ahYM15jSird9KnhUoS8hgIlb0aa08CXvOGPbqZ545FrI1R4j+ OIdwI6CEVfMIrW6hZKnvuQeGcTckUqx5VuW/UUWj5vowi4IWl6OukWim7ZTUWWwZtDEeaqdgtf7Z5iccBDZJIa0/LcCDsJ1SiY5JNcOzY8omxEB7xlMaR2WCdJ15mQknV6pK+0PSGS1P39IqGBMePAtzcDi kOzmE3N/7JWjP3LTiLCKEYestmgfiwJKjLthvSE5gzl2AJlWti/EjakmjK0DeZsCd7iystQPyl7lu9cyMIBHMIReHAB13ALVagBgyd4gTd4d56dV+djVlfGmfe2D3/kfP4AG1mX5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R1JCAMbOfcjU9KuG4C2hxyMB82w=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3GW9 TSZjAErOKuF7SSoI1NIIK5QBKX2dnZZMjszjJzVghLnsDGV7GxUMTW2s63cbJJodEDAx//fw5nzu/Fgmuw7S8rt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbhW3d5paJoqyBpVCqrZHNBM8Yg3gIFg7VoyEnmAtb3g18Vv3TGkuo1 sYxawXkn7EA04JGMktlh37LnVOxvgC1w5rblf6EgyfdoGHTOPMPR67xZJdsbPCf8GZQQnNqu4WP7u+pEnIIqCCaN1x7Bh6KVHAqWDjQjfRLCZ0SPqsYzAiZlkvzc4Z47JRfBxIZV4EOFN/TqQk1HoUeqYzJ DDQ895E/M/rJBCc91IexQmwiE4XBYnAIPEkG+xzxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEiyYEJz5k/9C86jiGL6xS9XLWRx5tIf20QFy0BmqomtURw1E0QN6Qi/o1Xq0nq03633amrNmM7voV1kf37AWmVk=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Oxe3mns65t0QC5SXSBWTfGAuDVQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdjWglQRubQARzgWwMs5NJMmR2Z5k5K4Rln8DGV7GxUMTW2s63cXIpNPHAwMf/n8OZ8/uR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/buXl3LWFFWo1JI1fSJZoKHrAYcBGtGipHAF6zhD6/HfuOBKc1leA ejiLUD0g95j1MCRurYBde5T9xSii9x5bjS8WRXguEzD3jANJ64p2nHzjtFZ1J4EdwZ5NGsqh37y+tKGgcsBCqI1i3XiaCdEAWcCpbmvFiziNAh6bOWwZCYZe1kck6KC0bp4p5U5oWAJ+rviYQEWo8C33QGB AZ63huL/3mtGHoX7YSHUQwspNNFvVhgkHicDe5yxSiIkQFCFTd/xXRAFKFgEsyZENz5kxehflJ0Dd+W8uWrWRxZdIAO0RFy0TkqoxtURTVE0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PamrFmM/voT1mfP7FWmV0=</latexit >
5⇥ 1013 > M/M  > 1013
<latexit sha1_base64="umgKO9SP9GFdxlw4frny836SBhQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdL2glQRubQARzgewaZieTZMjszjJzVghLnsDGV7GxUMTW2s63cZJsodEfBj7+cw5zzh/EgmtwnC8rt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbtnbOw0tE0VZnUohVSsgmgkesTpwEKwVK0bCQLBmMLya1Jv3TGkuo1 sYxcwPST/iPU4JGKtjl0494CHT2HXuUvd4jC9w9bDa8WRXguHM7dhFp+xMhf+Cm0ERZap17E+vK2kSsgioIFq3XScGPyUKOBVsXPASzWJCh6TP2gYjYlbw0+k5Y1wyThf3pDIvAjx1f06kJNR6FAamMyQw0 PO1iflfrZ1A79xPeRQnwCI6+6iXCAwST7LBXa4YBTEyQKjiZldMB0QRCibBggnBnT/5LzSOyq7hm5Ni5TKLI4/20D46QC46QxV0jWqojih6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z1pzVjazi37J+vgGu02ZXA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="umgKO9SP9GFdxlw4frny836SBhQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdL2glQRubQARzgewaZieTZMjszjJzVghLnsDGV7GxUMTW2s63cZJsodEfBj7+cw5zzh/EgmtwnC8rt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbtnbOw0tE0VZnUohVSsgmgkesTpwEKwVK0bCQLBmMLya1Jv3TGkuo1 sYxcwPST/iPU4JGKtjl0494CHT2HXuUvd4jC9w9bDa8WRXguHM7dhFp+xMhf+Cm0ERZap17E+vK2kSsgioIFq3XScGPyUKOBVsXPASzWJCh6TP2gYjYlbw0+k5Y1wyThf3pDIvAjx1f06kJNR6FAamMyQw0 PO1iflfrZ1A79xPeRQnwCI6+6iXCAwST7LBXa4YBTEyQKjiZldMB0QRCibBggnBnT/5LzSOyq7hm5Ni5TKLI4/20D46QC46QxV0jWqojih6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z1pzVjazi37J+vgGu02ZXA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="umgKO9SP9GFdxlw4frny836SBhQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdL2glQRubQARzgewaZieTZMjszjJzVghLnsDGV7GxUMTW2s63cZJsodEfBj7+cw5zzh/EgmtwnC8rt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbtnbOw0tE0VZnUohVSsgmgkesTpwEKwVK0bCQLBmMLya1Jv3TGkuo1 sYxcwPST/iPU4JGKtjl0494CHT2HXuUvd4jC9w9bDa8WRXguHM7dhFp+xMhf+Cm0ERZap17E+vK2kSsgioIFq3XScGPyUKOBVsXPASzWJCh6TP2gYjYlbw0+k5Y1wyThf3pDIvAjx1f06kJNR6FAamMyQw0 PO1iflfrZ1A79xPeRQnwCI6+6iXCAwST7LBXa4YBTEyQKjiZldMB0QRCibBggnBnT/5LzSOyq7hm5Ni5TKLI4/20D46QC46QxV0jWqojih6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z1pzVjazi37J+vgGu02ZXA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="umgKO9SP9GFdxlw4frny836SBhQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26 qlzWAIWMVdL2glQRubQARzgewaZieTZMjszjJzVghLnsDGV7GxUMTW2s63cZJsodEfBj7+cw5zzh/EgmtwnC8rt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbtnbOw0tE0VZnUohVSsgmgkesTpwEKwVK0bCQLBmMLya1Jv3TGkuo1 sYxcwPST/iPU4JGKtjl0494CHT2HXuUvd4jC9w9bDa8WRXguHM7dhFp+xMhf+Cm0ERZap17E+vK2kSsgioIFq3XScGPyUKOBVsXPASzWJCh6TP2gYjYlbw0+k5Y1wyThf3pDIvAjx1f06kJNR6FAamMyQw0 PO1iflfrZ1A79xPeRQnwCI6+6iXCAwST7LBXa4YBTEyQKjiZldMB0QRCibBggnBnT/5LzSOyq7hm5Ni5TKLI4/20D46QC46QxV0jWqojih6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z1pzVjazi37J+vgGu02ZXA==</latexit >
M/M  < 1013
<latexit sha1_base64="VdWAQhsydbMMy/qmSjdzcanw86g=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJCrpwUXTjplDBXqCNYTKZtEMnM2FmIoRQX8WNC0Xc+iDufBunbRZa/WHg4z/ncM78QcKo0o7zZZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evo0QqMWljwYTsBUgRRjlpa6oZ6SWSoDhgpBuMr6f17gORigp+p7 OEeDEachpRjLSxfLvaPG76AxEKDS+h69zn7unEt2tO3ZkJ/gW3gBoo1PLtz0EocBoTrjFDSvVdJ9FejqSmmJFJZZAqkiA8RkPSN8hRTJSXz46fwEPjhDAS0jyu4cz9OZGjWKksDkxnjPRILdam5n+1fqqjC y+nPEk14Xi+KEoZ1AJOk4AhlQRrlhlAWFJzK8QjJBHWJq+KCcFd/PJf6JzUXcO3Z7XGVRFHGeyDA3AEXHAOGuAGtEAbYJCBJ/ACXq1H69l6s97nrSWrmKmCX7I+vgFIRJM6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VdWAQhsydbMMy/qmSjdzcanw86g=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJCrpwUXTjplDBXqCNYTKZtEMnM2FmIoRQX8WNC0Xc+iDufBunbRZa/WHg4z/ncM78QcKo0o7zZZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evo0QqMWljwYTsBUgRRjlpa6oZ6SWSoDhgpBuMr6f17gORigp+p7 OEeDEachpRjLSxfLvaPG76AxEKDS+h69zn7unEt2tO3ZkJ/gW3gBoo1PLtz0EocBoTrjFDSvVdJ9FejqSmmJFJZZAqkiA8RkPSN8hRTJSXz46fwEPjhDAS0jyu4cz9OZGjWKksDkxnjPRILdam5n+1fqqjC y+nPEk14Xi+KEoZ1AJOk4AhlQRrlhlAWFJzK8QjJBHWJq+KCcFd/PJf6JzUXcO3Z7XGVRFHGeyDA3AEXHAOGuAGtEAbYJCBJ/ACXq1H69l6s97nrSWrmKmCX7I+vgFIRJM6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VdWAQhsydbMMy/qmSjdzcanw86g=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJCrpwUXTjplDBXqCNYTKZtEMnM2FmIoRQX8WNC0Xc+iDufBunbRZa/WHg4z/ncM78QcKo0o7zZZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evo0QqMWljwYTsBUgRRjlpa6oZ6SWSoDhgpBuMr6f17gORigp+p7 OEeDEachpRjLSxfLvaPG76AxEKDS+h69zn7unEt2tO3ZkJ/gW3gBoo1PLtz0EocBoTrjFDSvVdJ9FejqSmmJFJZZAqkiA8RkPSN8hRTJSXz46fwEPjhDAS0jyu4cz9OZGjWKksDkxnjPRILdam5n+1fqqjC y+nPEk14Xi+KEoZ1AJOk4AhlQRrlhlAWFJzK8QjJBHWJq+KCcFd/PJf6JzUXcO3Z7XGVRFHGeyDA3AEXHAOGuAGtEAbYJCBJ/ACXq1H69l6s97nrSWrmKmCX7I+vgFIRJM6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VdWAQhsydbMMy/qmSjdzcanw86g=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJCrpwUXTjplDBXqCNYTKZtEMnM2FmIoRQX8WNC0Xc+iDufBunbRZa/WHg4z/ncM78QcKo0o7zZZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evo0QqMWljwYTsBUgRRjlpa6oZ6SWSoDhgpBuMr6f17gORigp+p7 OEeDEachpRjLSxfLvaPG76AxEKDS+h69zn7unEt2tO3ZkJ/gW3gBoo1PLtz0EocBoTrjFDSvVdJ9FejqSmmJFJZZAqkiA8RkPSN8hRTJSXz46fwEPjhDAS0jyu4cz9OZGjWKksDkxnjPRILdam5n+1fqqjC y+nPEk14Xi+KEoZ1AJOk4AhlQRrlhlAWFJzK8QjJBHWJq+KCcFd/PJf6JzUXcO3Z7XGVRFHGeyDA3AEXHAOGuAGtEAbYJCBJ/ACXq1H69l6s97nrSWrmKmCX7I+vgFIRJM6</latexit>
M/M  > 1014
<latexit sha1_base64="wJ5eSqmTlW9cY29ekcItu+pMf/E=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJFHQlRTduChXsBdoYJpNJO3QyE2YmQgj1Vdy4UMStD+LOt3HaZqHVHwY+/nMO58wfJIwq7ThfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w+6SqQSkw4WTMh+gBRhlJOOppqRfiIJigNGesHkelbvPRCpqOB3Ok uIF6MRpxHFSBvLt6ut05Y/FKHQ8BK6zn3uNqa+XXPqzlzwL7gF1EChtm9/DkOB05hwjRlSauA6ifZyJDXFjEwrw1SRBOEJGpGBQY5iorx8fvwUHhsnhJGQ5nEN5+7PiRzFSmVxYDpjpMdquTYz/6sNUh1de DnlSaoJx4tFUcqgFnCWBAypJFizzADCkppbIR4jibA2eVVMCO7yl/9C96zuGr5t1JpXRRxlcAiOwAlwwTloghvQBh2AQQaewAt4tR6tZ+vNel+0lqxipgp+yfr4Bkzhkz0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wJ5eSqmTlW9cY29ekcItu+pMf/E=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJFHQlRTduChXsBdoYJpNJO3QyE2YmQgj1Vdy4UMStD+LOt3HaZqHVHwY+/nMO58wfJIwq7ThfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w+6SqQSkw4WTMh+gBRhlJOOppqRfiIJigNGesHkelbvPRCpqOB3Ok uIF6MRpxHFSBvLt6ut05Y/FKHQ8BK6zn3uNqa+XXPqzlzwL7gF1EChtm9/DkOB05hwjRlSauA6ifZyJDXFjEwrw1SRBOEJGpGBQY5iorx8fvwUHhsnhJGQ5nEN5+7PiRzFSmVxYDpjpMdquTYz/6sNUh1de DnlSaoJx4tFUcqgFnCWBAypJFizzADCkppbIR4jibA2eVVMCO7yl/9C96zuGr5t1JpXRRxlcAiOwAlwwTloghvQBh2AQQaewAt4tR6tZ+vNel+0lqxipgp+yfr4Bkzhkz0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wJ5eSqmTlW9cY29ekcItu+pMf/E=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJFHQlRTduChXsBdoYJpNJO3QyE2YmQgj1Vdy4UMStD+LOt3HaZqHVHwY+/nMO58wfJIwq7ThfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w+6SqQSkw4WTMh+gBRhlJOOppqRfiIJigNGesHkelbvPRCpqOB3Ok uIF6MRpxHFSBvLt6ut05Y/FKHQ8BK6zn3uNqa+XXPqzlzwL7gF1EChtm9/DkOB05hwjRlSauA6ifZyJDXFjEwrw1SRBOEJGpGBQY5iorx8fvwUHhsnhJGQ5nEN5+7PiRzFSmVxYDpjpMdquTYz/6sNUh1de DnlSaoJx4tFUcqgFnCWBAypJFizzADCkppbIR4jibA2eVVMCO7yl/9C96zuGr5t1JpXRRxlcAiOwAlwwTloghvQBh2AQQaewAt4tR6tZ+vNel+0lqxipgp+yfr4Bkzhkz0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wJ5eSqmTlW9cY29ekcItu+pMf/E=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLd qlm8EiuKqJFHQlRTduChXsBdoYJpNJO3QyE2YmQgj1Vdy4UMStD+LOt3HaZqHVHwY+/nMO58wfJIwq7ThfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w+6SqQSkw4WTMh+gBRhlJOOppqRfiIJigNGesHkelbvPRCpqOB3Ok uIF6MRpxHFSBvLt6ut05Y/FKHQ8BK6zn3uNqa+XXPqzlzwL7gF1EChtm9/DkOB05hwjRlSauA6ifZyJDXFjEwrw1SRBOEJGpGBQY5iorx8fvwUHhsnhJGQ5nEN5+7PiRzFSmVxYDpjpMdquTYz/6sNUh1de DnlSaoJx4tFUcqgFnCWBAypJFizzADCkppbIR4jibA2eVVMCO7yl/9C96zuGr5t1JpXRRxlcAiOwAlwwTloghvQBh2AQQaewAt4tR6tZ+vNel+0lqxipgp+yfr4Bkzhkz0=</latexit>
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Figure 2: Left : Distribution of clusters for various mass ranges as a function of redshift and cluster-integrated
Compton parameter Y500 (white and gray areas of various shades), modeled following the self-similar model of
[22]. A survey with tSZ flux error δY500 ' 9× 10−7 would detect all clusters of mass M > 5× 1013M (about
1.5 million objects), while δY500 ' 5 × 10−8 would be sufficient to even detect groups of ' 1013M. Colored
lines show, as a function of z and Y500, the expected number of clusters that have both larger tSZ signal, and
are located at higher redshift. Right : Distribution of clusters as a function of redshift and angular size, with
the same white and gray color code. All clusters of mass M > 1014M (white) have an angular size larger than
' 1′, and clusters > 5× 1013M (white and light gray) larger than ' 0.8′. Colored lines show, as a function of
z and cluster angular diameter dcluster, the expected number of clusters that have both larger angular diameter,
and are located at higher z. Dashed lines show that the highest redshift clusters with angular sizes 1.5′ are at
z ' 2.5, and with size 1′ at z ' 3.3.
to measures of the density field. Furthermore, combining the two makes it possible to test for possible
deviations from general relativity on scales that only cosmology can access.
The kSZ signal is sensitive to the line-of-sight component of the bulk proper motions of ionised gas,
and scales with the free-electron optical depth, irrespective of the thermal energy. For clusters and
groups of galaxies, the kSZ signal is of the order 1–10µK, just beyond the reach of current-generation
CMB experiments for detection in individual objects. However, cross-correlation with other tracers,
particularly galaxy surveys, has produced statistical detections [20, 21]. The scope of kSZ applications
will dramatically expand in the coming decade with wide sky coverage and increasing sensitivity. This
will improve leverage for various cross-correlation studies and also enable individual detections to break
the “optical depth degeneracy” currently limiting kSZ applications for cosmology. Together with a
smaller contribution from the moving-lens effect via lensing (of the order 0.01–0.1µK), mapping the
complete 3D velocity flows in the Universe will be possible.
It is important to note that the spectrum of the kSZ emission law is identical to that of the CMB
(ignoring small higher-order effects). Hence, kSZ signals are best measured on arcminute angular
scale in CMB intensity maps free from contamination of foregrounds (including tSZ and the CIB),
and with low primary CMB fluctuations. This underscores the need for high-precision component
separation on small scale, which can only be achieved with a large number of frequency channels
spanning frequencies that are only observable from space.
2.3. Survey requirements for mapping hot gas and velocity flows
The observation of ionized gas in clusters and filaments that constitute the cosmic web requires the
detection of hot gas using the spectral signature of the tSZ effect, and discrimination of the various
contributions (i.e., thermal, relativistic, kinematic, and non-thermal effects).
Sensitivity and angular resolution:l liti it ti :s r r sl li i i i : The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the modeled distribution of clusters
of different masses as a function of Y500 (integral of the y-parameter out to a radius r500, the radius
inside of which the average density is 500 times the critical density). To detect (at more than 5σ) all
clusters above 5× 1013M, we need a sensitivity of δY500 = 9× 10−7 or better, with the goal of trying
to go down to δY500 = 5× 10−8, to detect groups of 1013M.
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows that all clusters of mass above 5 × 1013M have angular diameter
larger than ' 0.8′. We require an angular resolution on the reconstructed y map of ' 1.5′. Because
of the extended cluster profile, this yields only a maximum sensitivity loss of about 20% by reason of
beam dilution (for detecting an isolated cluster). To reduce blending effects, we target a goal of 1′
angular resolution.
5
A cluster with mass M > 5 × 1013M has typical Compton optical depth τ ' 10−3. For a peculiar
velocity of 300 km.s−1, the kSZ amplitude is about 3µK. Detecting this at 5σ for a cluster of 1′ angular
size requires a CMB sensitivity of 0.6µK.arcmin (goal). A 3σ detection can be achieved with a CMB
sensitivity of 1µK.arcmin. Measuring kSZ on large clusters is challenging because of confusion with
the primary CMB. However, the kSZ effect dominates over the primary CMB at ` > 4000, i.e., angular
scales smaller than 3′. Hence, there is a preference for better angular resolution (requirement 1.5′,
goal 1′), to measure kSZ for clusters smaller than the primary CMB damping angular scale and hence
to avoid much of the extra CMB noise (see left panel of Fig. 3).
Frequency range and number of channels:lf :r r r slf : The survey must allow one to separate the tSZ and kSZ
signals of interest from other astrophysical sources of emission, in particular the small-scale thermal
dust and radio emission from extragalactic sources, either those associated with the cluster, or those
that constitute the overall radio and infrared source background and contribute to the overall sky
noise.
In fields away from Galactic contamination, using at least 3 frequency channels to detect and charac-
terize radio-sources, at least 3 for IR sources, and around 6 for the various SZ effects and the primary
CMB with some redundancy, leads to at least a dozen frequency channels being required for sepa-
rating the various components when all of those are above the instrumental noise (as is likely to be
the case for many of the interesting clusters detected by a sensitive survey). Over a large fraction
of sky, extra channels are needed also to isolate small-scale emission from the Galactic interstellar
medium (i.e., synchrotron and free-free, plus thermal and anomalous dust emission), for a total of
around 20 frequency bands. These channels should cover the frequency range where the SZ signals
are the strongest relative to other emissions (between 100 and 400 GHz), with channels around the
tSZ minimum, null, and maximum (150, 220, and 350 GHz), and extra channels at lower and higher
frequencies to characterize low- and high-frequency foregrounds.
As seen in Fig. 1, fluctuations of the CIB are a serious source of noise for detecting clusters below
1014M, even at 150 GHz; however, if the CIB can be reduced to ' 20% of its initial amplitude, tSZ
emission from clusters below 1014M become detectable. This should be feasible over most of the sky
if the survey includes observations between 300 and 800 GHz, where CIB fluctuations dominate on
small scales. Such observations must be done from space. CIB fluctuations are still more problematic
for measuring the fainter rSZ correction (typically less than 10% of the tSZ, and seen at higher
frequency). A wide spectroscopic survey of the CIB in the 300–1000 GHz frequency range, allowing
for decomposition into contributions from different redshifts and/or components, will help characterize
and subtract this contaminant to the best possible accuracy.
Requirements and goals for mapping ionized gas distribution and velocity flows
Thermal SZ sensitivity at 150 and 350 GHz of σy ' 10−6 per ' 1′ pixel, or better;
Kinematic SZ sensitivity of ∆T ' 1µK (requirement) to 0.6µK (goal) per ' 1′ pixel;
Angular resolution 1.5′ or better (1′ goal);
Full-sky observations from 50 to 800 GHz with ' 20 frequency channels;
Spectroscopic observations of the CIB in the 300–1000 GHz frequency range.
2.4. A survey of matter through CMB lensing
The lensing of the CMB by gravitational potentials along the line of sight is of considerable interest
in two main regimes. First, very large-scale structures, for which the growth is still linear, generate
deflections of the path of the photons with typical amplitude of 3′. These deflections are coherent over
scales of few degrees. Maps of the deflections can be used to reconstruct maps of the gravitational
potential on the largest scales. The fidelity of such reconstruction is determined by the sensitivity to
the lensing B modes.3 If a survey’s B-mode sensitivity is better than the level of the B-mode lensing
signal (5µK.arcmin amplitude), signal-dominated maps of the lensing potential can be reconstructed,
down to 20′ for a CORE-like CMB polarization survey [23], and about 10′ or better with higher
sensitivity, as in the case of PICO [24]. Secondly, on much smaller scales, dense, collapsed objects,
such as massive clusters of galaxies, also deflect the CMB backlight. This can be used to estimate the
mass of the lensing object, as illustrated on the right panel of Fig. 3.
3 The angular power spectra of the polarization of the CMB are encoded in terms of E and B modes. Inflation, density
perturbations, and foregrounds produce E modes. Inflation, lensing, and foregrounds each produce distinct pattern of
B modes.
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Figure 3: Left : CMB TT , EE, and lensing BB spectra. The light brown bands correspond to noise at the level
of 3, 1, and 0.3µK.arcmin, and angular resolution ranging from 1 to 3 arcmin. The dark green horizontal line
shows the approximate level of the kSZ effect on small scales (` > 2000, [25]). Right : Accuracy of cluster mass
calibration achieved by averaging 25,000 clusters at redshift 0.7, both from temperature and from polarization
measurements, for resolutions of 1.4′ and 1′.
2.5. Survey requirements for CMB lensing
The reconstruction of maps of integrated lensing potential and the calibration of the cluster masses
require high-sensitivity observations of the CMB temperature and polarization, in particular on small
scales. Lensing reconstruction can be performed with various combinations of CMB maps. The TT
estimator uses intensity only, while the EB estimator, which is the most effective for very low noise,
uses EB cross-correlation [26].
Sensitivity and angular resolution:l liti it ti :s sr rl li i i i : It has been shown that in the case of a survey with 3µK.arcmin
CMB intensity sensitivity, the quality of the lensing reconstruction saturates for an angular resolution
of 2–4′, while for a 4′ angular resolution survey, it saturates for a map sensitivity of the order of
0.1–0.3µK.arcmin (see figure 4 of [26]).
Figure 3 illustrates how varying the sensitivity and angular resolution of a survey changes the perfor-
mance of lensing measurements. As shown in the left panel, for a noise level of 3µK.arcmin, lensing
B modes are dominant over the noise up to a limiting `lim ' 800, independently of the angular res-
olution (here from 1′ to 3′). Hence, the number of harmonic modes that can contribute to lensing
reconstruction is independent of the angular resolution for this instrumental sensitivity. When the
sensitivity is increased to 1 or 0.3µK.arcmin, `lim grows substantially, increasing the number of modes
useful for lensing reconstruction with the EB estimator by a factor 4–10 (for lower noise, `lim becomes
dependent on the angular resolution).
At the same time, we note that the kSZ effect becomes the dominant source of confusion for lensing
reconstruction with TT when the noise level is below 3µK.arcmin. This confirms the sensitivity
requirement to measure the kSZ effect (Sect. 2 2.3), and shows that only polarization can improve
lensing reconstruction when the performance of the instrument exceeds this level.
The right panel shows a confirmation from estimates of the accuracy of the calibration of cluster
mass from stacking lensing constraints for a population of 25,000 clusters at z = 0.7. The sensitivity
saturates for a low noise level in TT , while the polarization constraints keep improving. We see
from the right panel of Fig. 3 that if the sensitivity is at the level of about 1µK.arcmin, an angular
resolution of 1.4′ or better allows for calibrating cluster masses at about the 1% level with TT only,
which outperforms polarization constraints. With a sensitivity 0.6µK.arcmin and a 1′ beam, we
improve the constraint by a factor of 2. To obtain comparable constraints with polarization (as a
cross-check, and for an improvement by
√
2 of the overall sensitivity), we need a sensitivity better
than 0.3µK.arcmin, and a 1′ beam.
Frequency range and number of channels:lf :r r r slf : Requirements in terms of frequency range and frequency
channels are similar for lensing as for measuring SZ effects (the kSZ effect has the same electromagnetic
spectrum as the lensing signal).
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Figure 4: Cumulative IR (8–1000µm) luminosity functions within δz = 0.5 at three redshifts. The predictions
are based on the model by Negrello et al. [32]. The line luminosities corresponding to LIR were computed
as described in the text. The vertical lines show the detection limits for the brightest lines, assuming the
instrument-performances quantities described in the text. Such an instrument will detect protoclusters of dusty
galaxies all the way out to the re-ionization redshift.
Requirements and goals for mapping CMB lensing to trace the distribution of mass
Full-sky CMB sensitivity ∆T per ' 1′ pixel between ' 1µK (requirement) and ' 0.6µK (goal);
Deep-patch CMB sensitivity ∆T per ' 1′ pixel of ' 0.3µK;
Angular resolution between 1.4′ (requirement) and 1′ (goal);
Observations from ' 50 to ' 800 GHz with ' 20 frequency channels.
3. High-redshift structures on the largest scales
While the first stars reionize the Universe at redshift z ' 8, they also convert a fraction of the primor-
dial hydrogen and helium into heavier atoms (metals), which then form molecules and dust particles
that emit radiation at (sub)mm wavelength through thermal and line emission. Their detection out
to high redshift, across large patches of sky, in hundreds of frequency bands, opens the path to a
census of baryons in these various forms across cosmic time, and hence to the star formation history.
Fluctuations of this emission traces the cosmic web at high redshift, and hence structures in a large
fraction of the Hubble volume.
3.1. Revealing galaxy protoclusters via dusty starbursts
Understanding the full evolutionary history of galaxy clusters [27], the largest virialized structures in
the Universe, is of fundamental importance for the observational validation of the formation history
of the most massive dark-matter halos, a crucial test of models for structure formation, as well as
for investigating the impact of environment on the formation and evolution of galaxies. Because of
their deep potential wells, clusters may preserve fingerprints of the physical processes responsible for
triggering and suppression of star formation and black-hole activity. Historically, clusters of galaxies
have also been powerful probes of cosmological parameters.
Galaxy clusters in formation are called protoclusters [28]. Above z ' 2 protoclusters are found to be
bright at far-IR/sub-mm wavelengths [29, 30] because a substantial fraction of their member galaxies,
the dusty star-forming galaxy population (DSFGs, [31]), are undergoing intense, dust-enshrouded
star-formation activity. They are rich in molecular gas and heavily obscured by dust. They are thus
prime targets for sub-mm observational facilities.
Consider a 2-yr full-sky spectro-imaging survey with a 3.5-m telescope and a 64-pixel filter-bank
camera observing from 150 to 750 GHz with R = 300, an optical efficiency of 30%, and instrumental
noise close to the photon noise. Such an instrument has FWHM ranging from 2.5′ at 150 GHz to
0.5′ at 750 GHz and a 5σ point source detection limit ranging from 5 mJy at 750 GHz to 28 mJy at
150 GHz. The corresponding line detection limits are 5× 10−20 and 1.4× 10−19 W m−2, respectively.
Such a spectroscopic survey can go deeper than the broadband Herschel surveys, with a similar
telescope size, because they can take full advantage of the extreme sensitivity of state-of-the art
instruments, and do not have the same confusion-noise limit as continuum surveys.
With the resolution of the example instrument, protocluster cores, having sizes of a few 100 kpc [33–
36], are unresolved clumps of DSFGs and so will show up as extremely bright sub-mm sources. We
expect the detection of the strongest sub-mm lines for thousands of them all the way to the reionization
epoch (see Fig. 4). At the peak of cosmic star-formation activity (z = 2–3) we expect the detection
of hundred of thousands protoclusters. At z > 2 at least two lines will be detected, allowing a solid
redshift determination without requiring follow-up observations.
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No other foreseen survey can do anything similar. For example, Euclid will detect galaxy protoclusters
up to z ' 2.5 and will miss those with strong obscuration by dust. The dynamics and chemistry of the
discovered protoclusters can be further studied with ground-based large-aperture sub-mm telescopes
and interferometers including the Atacama Large-Aperture sub-mm/mm Telescope (AtLAST) [37, 38],
NOEMA and ALMA, underscoring the survey’s complementary with these efforts.
As a by-product of our systematic search for protoclusters, we expect to identify tens of thousands
of strongly lensed dusty starbursts [39] out to z ' 7 or even higher. Preliminary studies of this kind
have been carried out for Planck-selected sources [40–43]. High-resolution follow up (aided by strong
lensing) of such exceptionally bright galaxies will provide direct information on the complex physics
that governs galaxy formation and early evolution.
3.2. Tomography of the cosmic infrared background
The CIB is a major component of the extragalactic background light, with a spectrum that spans
wavelengths from the millimeter regime down to the mid-infrared [44, 45]. The CIB is sourced by
emission from starlight-heated dust in galaxies with a young population of stars. Moderate resolution
spectroscopy (R ' 100) with wide frequency coverage can yield tomographic CIB maps that trace
galaxy evolution across time.
Measurements of both the mean intensity and the spatial fluctuations of the CIB can yield important
scientific output. Reaching high accuracy in absolute measurements is particularly challenging. Cur-
rent constraints from the combination of absolute photometry from FIRAS with relative photometry
from Planck are only at the 10% level [46]. A future space mission with an absolute spectrometer will
allow more than an order-of-magnitude improvement in precision and enable the detection of extended
intergalactic dust emission (or emission from more exotic sources such as dark-matter decay [47]), by
separating out the signal coming from known galaxy populations.
Meanwhile, measuring the anisotropies in the CIB can be used to probe properties of the host halos
of DSFGs [48]. However, this approach is only useful up to z ' 3 due to large degeneracies between
the effects caused by different sources of the anisotropy [49]. Therefore, at higher redshift it is more
useful to use cross-correlation with other tracers of galaxy clustering and star-formation history, so
that the redshift information is used to break the degeneracies. The CIB fluctuations signal can be
fully exploited in cross-correlation with either spectroscopic galaxy surveys at low redshifts or line-
intensity maps (e.g., of CO and Cii emission) at medium and high redshifts. Cross-correlation with
CMB lensing is also promising, particularly near the peak of the CMB lensing kernel, which roughly
coincides with the peak of the star-formation rate. CIB fluctuations can also provide an increase in
the number of modes used in cosmological analyses at high redshift, improving the constraining power
on primordial non-Gaussianity [50], for example.
3.3. Mapping first stars and first metals
An instrument targeting a wide range of frequencies with good spectral resolution can map the intensity
fluctuations in multiple molecular and atomic lines across a correspondingly wide range of source
redshifts. Line-intensity mapping (LIM) [51] – a measurement of spatial fluctuations in the integrated
spectral-line emission originating from many individually unresolved galaxies and from the diffuse
intergalactic medium – makes it possible to track the growth and evolution of cosmic structure at
otherwise inaccessible redshifts.
Figure 5 shows targets for line-intensity mapping in the frequency range of interest. Notably, these
include higher rotational transitions of the carbon-monoxide (CO) molecule, and the 158µm Cii fine-
structure line. The former provide excellent tracers of molecular gas evolution in galaxies, while the
latter provides strong constraints on dust-obscured star formation, and is a key probe of galaxies
during the epoch of reionization. Additional accessible lines include [Nii] and [Oiii] from stellar/Hii
regions, plus [Oi] and [Ci] from photo-dissociation regions (PDRs), among others.
Detection of multiple lines from the same structures is especially useful. First, this would allow a
proper separation of the different line emission components contained in the intensity maps, which is
essential to making robust interpretations of the measurements. Secondly, information from different
lines can enhance the scientific output, e.g., probing the distribution of gas densities and temperatures
in molecular clouds hosting star formation. At low z the CO ladder can be used to constrain molecular
gas with a much higher precision than with just one line, while at high z the overall CO emission in
high-J transition lines can probe important properties such as gas turbulence, star-formation efficiency,
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Figure 5: Line emission from various extragalactic atoms and molecules. The sensitivity per deg2 expected
from a 2-year full-sky survey (dotted blue line) and a deep intensity-mapping survey (dashed blue line) is also
plotted. We assume 64 spectrometric pixels with R = 300 at the focus of an 8-K, 3.5-m telescope, at the photon
noise limit, with efficiency 30%. The full-sky survey is expected to detect [Cii] emission from dust heated by
star formation with high S/N out to z ' 5, and [Oiii], [Nii] at lower redshift. A deep survey can measure
the CO ladder out to a redshift of 4. The line strengths were modelled as a function of IR luminosity using
observationally-based scaling relations [52, 53]. These measurements include local, and high-z galaxies; due to
the lack of better constraints, the line ratios are assumed to be constant with redshift. The IR luminosities
used to compute the line intensities, and bias was derived from the SFR in the Eagle (Evolution and Assembly
of GaLaxies and their Environments) simulation [54], which constraints these relations from as a function of
redshift. The SFRD derived from the Eagle simulation shows a good fit to UV based observational constraints.
Due to the lack of observational constraints, the modelling of these lines is uncertain by a factor of a few (low
redshift) to an order of magnitude towards high redshift (z > 6). The modelling of these lines with other
analytical calculations and galaxy simulations face similar problems due to a lack of constraints on a large
number of free parameters [see e.g. 55]. These line models can only be meaningfully improved with a LIM space
mission like the one proposed here.
Figure 6: Left : Various epochs in cosmic history, from CMB emission at the time of recombination, to present
times. Right : CMB anisotropies map a shell of the Hubble volume located at z ' 1100. Line-intensity mapping
(and CIB tomography) map the large-scale distribution of matter over a wide range of redshifts that cannot be
easily accessed by any other means and are at higher z than typical galaxy surveys.
metallicity, and the strength of the ionizing radiation field. Synergies between different lines can be
used to characterize the physical processes that govern reionization, which span various scales and
different regions within the first galaxies. In addition, the large-scale fluctuations in this emission
should correlate with the overall morphology of the reionization field, and LIM of metal lines from
the first galaxies will shed light on the timeline for metal and dust enrichment of the Intergalactic
medium (IGM).
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3.4. Perspectives for cosmology with line-intensity mapping
Until now, constraints on the parameters of ΛCDM have come from two main sources, the CMB and
galaxy surveys, which originate from high and low redshifts. Over the wide intervening redshift range,
between the last-scattering surface and the reach of galaxy surveys, we currently lack observables
that provide low uncertainty measurements (Fig. 6). Measurements with LIM across this uncharted
volume have the potential to increase cosmological parameter constraining power, and they hold
unique qualitative advantages over the more established observables. For example, non-linear effects
come in at smaller scales as we go to higher redshifts, allowing more robust comparison to theoretical
calculations. Ultimately, the combination of experiments targeting different observables will be most
effective in breaking different degeneracies between the cosmological parameters.
As well as improving ΛCDM constraints, LIM has the potential to shed light on the nature of dark
matter, dark energy, and what drives early-Universe inflation. Intensity mapping of CO rotational
lines at medium redshifts and Cii emission towards reionization can fill the gap in measurements of
the cosmic expansion history [56], which may be crucial for understanding the growing tension with
measurements of the Hubble constant and whether it involves time-dependent dark energy. The large
number of modes can yield constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity at the level of fNL . 1 [57],
which is the target threshold for discerning between single and multi-field models of inflation. Mono-
energetic dark matter decay can be tested using its correlation with the mass distribution inferred
from the cross-correlation of spectral-intensity maps with galaxy or weak-lensing surveys [47]. And
probing beyond ΛCDM, powerful constraints can be placed on the number of effective relativistic
degrees of freedom and the sum of neutrino masses [58].
3.5. Survey requirements for high-redshift science
The study of the high-redshift universe as described above combines the detection of three types of
emissions: i) diffuse dust emission from the background of unresolved galaxies constituting the CIB;
ii) emission from unresolved galaxies with LIM of metal lines for mapping large scale structure (LSS)
and its cosmic evolution; iii) emission from compact sources (continuum and lines) at high redshift.
Mapping diffuse emissions can be done with moderate angular resolution (∼ 5′). To map CII at z > 5,
up to the epoch of reionization, we need a sensitivity of 0.03µK at 200 to 400 GHz (Figure 5). The
four first lines of the CO ladder can be mapped between 50 and 200 GHz with sensitivity 0.2µK. We
require detecting at least two of them at each redshift bin together with Cii so that we can separate
the different lines.
As the level of these emissions is uncertain, we require that the space mission have the capability, in
addition to the full sky survey, to map a deep patch of sky of a few hundred square degrees.
Detecting individual high redshift objects requires the best possible angular resolution. However, with
LIM, even with a resolution of a few arcminutes a survey matching the above sensitivity requirements
would detect many high redshift protoclusters and strongly lensed dusty galaxies.
Requirements and goals for high-z science with (sub-)mm dust and line emission
Sensitivity per ' 1◦ (or smaller) pixel better than 0.03µK in the 200–400 GHz frequency range, and
better than 0.1µK in the 50–200 GHz frequency range;
Angular resolution between 5′ (requirement) and 1′ (goal);
Spectroscopic observations from 100 to 1000 GHz with spectral resolution R ' 300;
Capacity to observe deep patches.
4. Cosmology and fundamental physics
With its measurements of the CMB Planck gave percent level constraints on seven ΛCDM parameters.
Significantly more information can be extracted by a more sensitive survey that has better angular
resolution. Figure 7 shows the increase in the figure of merit (FOM) since COBE for the ΛCDM model
(dark purple) and several extensions. Our proposed survey, like that of the PRISM mission concept
[59] from which it is inspired, could almost reach the cosmic-variance limit. It would outperform what
is expected from the combination of upcoming instruments, such as LiteBIRD for large angular scales
[60], and Simons Observatory [61] or CMB-S4 [62] at higher angular resolution.
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4.1. Gravitational waves and inflation
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Figure 7: FoM improvement since COBE for
ΛCDM and several extended cosmological models.
For PRISM in 2035, we consider an instrument
with PICO-like channels and sensitivity, and 2.5
times smaller beams. The constraints on ΛCDM
and extensions reach the cosmic variance limit
(CVL), shown as horizontal dashes on the right.
CMB B-mode polarization is a unique window for de-
tecting gravitational waves from inflation at an en-
ergy scale approximately a trillion times higher than
those probed by the Large Hadron Collider. Similar
to PICO [24], the proposed survey could also reach
σ(r) ∼ O(10−4), approximately 300 times better than
the current sensitivity [63, 64] and an order of mag-
nitude below the uncertainty targeted by any single
experiment in the next decade. Classes of inflation-
ary models motivated by string theory or supergrav-
ity, predicting r . 10−3, could be probed unambigu-
ously. As an example, the Kahler geometry of α-
attractor models motivated by maximal supersymme-
try [65, 66], could be probed entirely at high statistical
significance. In the case of no detection, a vast class
of large-field inflationary models will be ruled out.
The survey will measure the power spectrum of cur-
vature perturbations with a combination of range of
angular scales and precision that are unprecedented
for a single experiment. The forecast uncertainty on
the scalar spectral index σ(ns) . 0.0015 is more than
a factor of three tighter than current measurements,
and will reach the required precision to constrain the
reheating stage after inflation for a given inflationary
model. The forecast precision on the running of the
spectral index is 0.0015, at the same level as the theoretical predictions for single-field slow-roll infla-
tionary models that provide a best-fit to Planck data, such as R2 or Higgs inflation. The proposed
survey will therefore have the capability to discriminate among different inflationary models also on
the basis of the shape of the curvature of the power spectrum.
Standard single-field slow-roll inflationary models predict primordial fluctuations with highly Gaussian
statistics, compatible with the most recent Planck constraints on the local, equilateral, and orthogonal
shapes of the bispectrum [67]. We can improve by a factor 2–3 on these bispectrum constraints, which
are important to constrain models beyond the simplest ones, such as those with a non-trivial sound
speed for the inflaton or with multiple fields. An enhanced sensitivity to the local shape of the
bispectrum, down to σ(f localNL ) ∼ 1, an important threshold for multi-field inflationary models, can be
reached by a tomographic cross-correlation of the lensing potential with deep radio or photometric
surveys in preparation, such as EMU, SKA or LSST.
4.2. Neutrinos and extra relics
Inferring the neutrino mass sum Mν from cosmological data will remain a crucial target in the long
term, since planned laboratory experiments are not sensitive to the minimal value Mν = 0.06 eV.
Besides, it is important to exploit the synergy between cosmological surveys and laboratory searches,
which are sensitive to different neutrino-related parameters and assumptions. On the cosmology side,
precise measurements of Mν require an exquisite mapping of both CMB anisotropies and large-scale
structures (LSS). The two categories of observables are directly sensitive to the reduction in the growth
rate of matter fluctuations induced by Mν , which CMB surveys probe through CMB lensing. CMB
surveys will also play an essential role in accurately measuring other parameters like τ , ns, H0, and
ωc, that reduce degeneracies with Mν in the analysis of LSS data. Our new survey alone will reach
a sensitivity of σ(Mν) ' 0.04 eV, and will be crucial in order to obtain σ(Mν) ' O(10−2) eV in
combination with future galaxy, cosmic shear, and intensity-mapping surveys.
A plethora of extensions of the standard model of particle physics predict a relic density of extra
light particles that would show up as an increase in the effective neutrino number Neff beyond its
standard value of 3.046 [68]. Measuring Neff is thus crucial for particle physics. CMB anisotropies are
the most sensitive probe of Neff . The proposed survey will provide unprecedented sensitivity to Neff ,
with σ(Neff) = 0.022 using temperature and polarization, and σ(Neff) = 0.016 in combination with
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lensing extraction. In absence of extra relics, the standard value 3.046 will be distinguished from 3.0
at the 2–3σ level, which will offer an accurate test of the standard model of neutrino decoupling and
electron-positron annihilation. The possibility that any new scalar boson decouples from the standard
model at some temperature T < 103 TeV will be either established or excluded at the 1.5σ level (2σ
or 3σ for a fermion or vector boson, respectively). A measurement compatible with 3.046 would prove
with the same significance that no new particles have left thermal equilibrium between the decoupling
of top quarks (at redshift z ∼ 1014) and today.
Our survey will also be very sensitive to additional effects caused by the small mass of possible light
non-thermal sterile neutrinos (whose effect would be roughly equivalent to a combination of Mν and
Neff), or to non-standard interactions in the neutrino sector (that would modify the so-called neutrino
drag effects, particularly visible on intermediate and small scales in the polarization spectrum).
4.3. Requirements and goals for primary CMB science
Several projects plan next-generation observations of CMB anisotropies, in particular primordial po-
larization B-modes. Among those, the LiteBIRD satellite [60] has been selected as JAXA’s strategic
L-class mission for a launch in 2027, and the CMB-S4 experiment [62] was approved for CD-0 by the
DOE in the US and is awaiting NSF participation.
We foresee that the LiteBIRD and CMB-S4 surveys can be improved with a subsequent space mission
in the following ways:
1. full-sky maps with sensitivity and angular resolution matching the CMB-S4 3% sky patch;
2. isotropic maps (with no filtering along the scans);
3. capability of full-sky delensing;
4. capability to measure B-mode polarization with a sensitivity to r of the level O(10−4);
5. capability to de-lens with different methods (from CMB and from CIB maps);
6. extended frequency coverage, in the sub-mm domain and between atmospheric windows.
Sensitivity and angular resolution:l liti it ti :s sr rl li i i i : The combination of LiteBIRD and CMB-S4 will reach an aggre-
gated CMB sensitivity of ' 2.5µK.arcmin at ' 1′ angular scale over 70% sky, and a ' 1µK.arcmin
sensitivity at ' 1′ angular resolution in the 3% sky deep patch (although with uneven frequency
coverage, and possibly anisotropic filtering of the maps from the ground-based instruments). With
σr ' 0.001, both CMB-S4 and LiteBIRD would detect tensor modes at more than 5σ if r > 0.005.
We propose a full-sky survey with an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity (∼ 10 times lower
noise spectrum, and σr ∼ 0.0001), for redundant capability to detect r ∼ 0.001 at more than 5σ by
internal delensing. An angular resolution of ∼ 5′ is adequate for most of the CMB science. However,
there is added value to increased angular resolution ∼ 1′ to deliver an unprecedented measurement of
the CMB damping tail in temperature and polarization, which would lead to a sensitivity to neutrino
physics beyond the experiments of the next decade.
Frequency range and number of channels:lf :r r r slf : The survey should allow for near-full-sky foreground
cleaning in both temperature and polarization. As argued above, and demonstrated with simula-
tions in the CORE study [69], a sensitive polarized imager with ∼ 20 frequency channels spanning a
decade in frequency (from 60 to 600 GHz) or more is adequate for this task. However, simulations
have shown that a wider frequency range improves the effectiveness of some component separation
techniques. We hence follow the PICO design and target a frequency range from 20 to 800 GHz, as
for the PICO study [24].
Control of Systematics and redundancy:lt f t ti :s sr rl f i : High-sensitivity observations of CMB polarization require
exquisite control of systematic effects. Space offers the best environment for this. Methods for sys-
tematics control have been developed and assessed in the context of the CORE study [70].
Requirements and goals for primary CMB science
Full-sky CMB sensitivity of ' 1µK.arcmin;
Angular resolution 5′ requirement, and goal 1′;
' 20 frequency channels in the 20–800 GHz frequency range;
Demonstrated control of systematics effects.
4.4. Tests of homogeneity and isotropy
Testing the apparent large-scale anomalies observed in CMB temperature maps calls for investigations
of our Universe on the largest scales using other observables than T [71] – our mission can do this
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with many different probes of the Hubble volume. An intriguing possibility is to measure the dipole
of cosmic backgrounds other than the CMB to test that it is entirely due to our motion, as usually
assumed [72]. Other possible tests of the statistics on scales comparable to the Hubble radius include
the stationarity and large-scale modulation of lensing potential maps, CIB fluctuations, SZ cluster
counts, and the measurement of local quadrupoles at various redshifts through the polarised SZ effect.
A survey capable of measuring these signals would be unique in assessing the large-scale homogeneity
and isotropy of our Universe. These go beyond tests based on CMB temperature and polarization
maps, which probe our Universe in a single redshift shell, and are limited by cosmic variance.
5. Information from the CMB’s near-blackbody spectrum
The precise shape of the CMB energy spectrum encodes new information that can be extracted
using absolute CMB spectroscopy. At redshifts z & 2 × 106, thermalization processes are efficient
and promptly restore a near perfect blackbody spectrum of the CMB if full thermal equilibrium
was perturbed. However, at later epochs, starting few months after the Big Bang, traces of energy-
releasing or photon-injecting processes can be found by measurements of departures from a perfect
blackbody spectrum. While classically CMB spectral distortions are described as a sum of µ- and
y-type distortion signals [73–76], modern treatments of the problem have demonstrated that far more
than just two numbers can be extracted [e.g, 77–80]. Measurements can constrain processes expected
within ΛCDM including the damping of primordial perturbations and the recombination radiation,
and open discovery space to the pre-recombination Universe which cannot be accessed directly any
other way. COBE-FIRAS still defines the long-standing benchmark for CMB spectral distortions, but
several orders of magnitude of sensitivity improvements are in principle possible, as envisioned for
PIXIE [e.g., 81], the spectrometer of PRISM [82] and Super-PIXIE [83].
5.1. Spectral distortions as a new test of inflation
Fluctuations set up by inflation dissipate their energy through photon diffusion. This causes a CMB
distortion signal that can be used to derive stringent constraints on the amplitude and shape of the
primordial power spectrum at scales inaccessible to other probes [84–87]. A spectrometer like PIXIE
could rule out excess power at wavenumbers k ' 50 Mpc−1–104 Mpc−1 at the level of P (k) & 10−8
[87]. This would place novel constraints on a wide range of early-Universe models outside of standard
slow-roll inflation, including features or inflection points in the potential, particle production and
waterfall transitions [88]. With 10 times better sensitivity (a fraction of a Jy/sr) a spectrometer could
detect the expected ΛCDM µ ' 2 × 10−8 at the 3σ-level [88]; see Figure 8. This would constrain
inflation models, with a guaranteed target within standard slow-roll inflation. In combination with a
future CMB imager, a spectrometer could improve the limits on the running of the spectral index by
a factor of about 2 [82, 88]. Primordial local-type non-Gaussianity could also be constrained using
µ-distortion anisotropies [89–91], providing an independent new probe of early-Universe physics [88].
5.2. Reionization and structure formation
The largest ΛCDM distortion is created by the low-z structure formation and reionization process
[92–95]. The first stars, accreting black holes, and shocks heat the baryons and electrons, which then
up-scatter CMB photons to create an average y-type distortion. The overall expected distortion is
y ' few ×10−6 [93, 96], one order of magnitude below the upper bound from COBE-FIRAS. As shown
in Fig. 8, this could be constrained to the sub-percent level with a future mission [see also 88].
A large part of the low-redshift Compton-y signal is due to halos with masses M ' 1013 M, which
contain virialized gas with an electron temperature of kTe ' 2–3 keV. This causes a relativistic tem-
perature correction (rSZ) [97–99] that can directly tell us about feedback mechanisms [96]. Both
the y and the rSZ distortion depend directly on the shape and amplitude of the halo mass function,
providing another cosmological measure of the growth of structure. With sufficient sensitivity, the
survey could determine the average relativistic temperature with S/N of tens – assuming foregrounds
can be controlled – and constrain feedback physics that currently are still very poorly understood
[88]. A direct measurement of the average rSZ temperature would also shed new light on the “missing
baryon problem” [92] without the need to resolve the warm-hot-intergalactic medium. Measurements
at ν & 500 GHz will probe the total cosmic-ray energy density of the Universe through the non-
thermal relativistic SZ effect [88]. Furthermore, extremely precise spectrum measurements down to
∼ 10 GHz will allow us to greatly improve our knowledge of the diffuse free-free emission associated
with cosmological reionization, distinguishing between various models [100–102], and will shed light
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Figure 8: The signals of interest that con-
tribute to the total difference of microwave
emission with a perfect blackbody span about
8 orders of magnitude in amplitude. The sur-
vey proposed here (indicated by black horizon-
tal lines with vertical bars at the central fre-
quencies) improves upon COBE-FIRAS (dia-
monds) by about four orders of magnitude,
and would access the overall y-parameter sig-
nal (black dash and solid) discussed in section
2.1 and 5.2, as well as some of the signal from
atomic and molecular lines discussed in sec-
tion 3.3. It may make a few σ detection of the
µ-distortion (black dash and solid) expected
in ΛCDM and of the rSZ effect (magenta dash
and solid), assuming that the total foreground
emission can be measured and subtracted at
the same level of accuracy.
on the controversial question of a potential low-frequency background temperature excess raised by
ARCADE 2 and EDGES results [103, 104]. These illustrate some of the unique opportunities in CMB
spectroscopy.
5.3. Probing dark matter and particle physics
Dark matter is another example of how spectral distortions allow us to probe new physics. Non-
baryonic matter constitutes ' 25% of the energy density of the Universe, but its nature remains
unknown. The long-favored WIMP-scenario is under increasing pressure [105–110], and emphasis is
gradually shifting towards alternatives, prominent examples being axions, sterile neutrinos, sub-GeV
DM or primordial black holes [111–117]. To solve this puzzle, a coordinated multi-tracer approach
that combines different particle physics and cosmological probes is needed.
Measurements of the CMB anisotropies themselves have clearly helped to establish the presence of
DM on cosmological scales and provided tight constraints on DM annihilation and decay [118–125] and
DM-SM-interactions [126–129]. However, for DM annihilation and decay CMB anisotropies quickly
lose constraining power before recombination (z & 103), being impeded by cosmic variance. Similarly,
measurements of light-element abundances [118, 130–132], which are only sensitive to non-thermal
energy release above nuclear-dissociation thresholds in the pre-recombination era [80, 133], saturated
their limits due to astrophysical uncertainties. This is where CMB spectral distortions offer a valu-
able complementary probe. For decaying particle scenarios, distortions are sensitive to particles with
lifetimes t ' 106–1012 s [77, 80, 134–138], providing a direct measurement of particle lifetimes via
residual distortions [79, 80]. Similarly, annihilating particles can be constrained using distortions:
µ-distortions are sensitive to light particles (m . 100 keV) and complement γ-ray searches for heavier
particles [79, 139]. The rich spectral information added by various non-thermal processes [140–145]
will allow us to glean even more information about the nature of dark matter.
This is new territory and more work is required; however, it is already clear that CMB spectral distor-
tions can meaningfully probe scenarios involving axions [146–148], gravitino decays [135, 149], strings
[150, 151], DM-SM-interactions [124, 152, 153], macroscopic DM [154], and primordial magnetic fields
[155–158]. A CMB spectrometer that reaches the level of µ ' 10−8 after foreground marginalization
can rule out a vast class of particle-physics models and also allow a first detection of the guaranteed
µ-distortion signal from the damping of primordial acoustic modes.
5.4. The cosmological recombination radiation
The cosmological recombination process causes another small but inevitable distortion of the CMB.
Line emission from hydrogen and helium injects photons into the CMB, which after redshifting from
z ' 103 are visible today as complex frequency structure in the microwave bands [159–167]. The
cosmological recombination radiation (CRR) has a simple dependence on cosmological parameters and
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the dynamics of recombination; since it includes not only hydrogen but also helium recombinations, it
probes eras beyond the last-scattering surface observed by CMB anisotropies [168–170]. The signals
are however weak and require noise levels of the order of 0.1 Jy/sr or better.
5.5. Requirements and goals for spectral distortion science
Sensitivity and angular resolution:l liti it ti :s r r sl li i i i : CMB spectral distortion science is new territory, with a vast po-
tential for discovery, but many unknowns on the path. For this reason, we set a relatively safe
sensitivity requirement in terms of accessible science, i.e. an aggregated sensitivity at the level of
10−25 W/m2/sr/Hz (10 Jy/sr), sufficient to detect the mean y level and high-redshift spectral lines
plotted in Fig. 8. As a goal, we target 100 times better sensitivity, to look also for the faintest spec-
tral distortion signals down to the CRR. An angular resolution of ' 1◦ is sufficient for selecting data
from relatively clean regions of the sky in terms of galactic and zodiacal foreground contamination.
Frequency range and spectral resolution:l lt ti :s sr r r rl l i : The survey must cover the region where the specific spectral
signatures of the distortions make them distinguishable from other emissions. We require 30-600 GHz
coverage, with a goal of 10-2000. A spectral resolution corresponding to R ' 10 is adequate to
distinguish the various components.
Requirements and goals for CMB spectroscopy
Sensitivity requirement: 10 Jy/sr aggregated, full mission; Goal: 0.1 Jy/sr;
Angular resolution ' 1◦;
Frequency coverage from 30 to 600 GHz (requirement), with a goal of 10-2000 GHz;
Spectral resolution (frequency channel width) in the 2-60 GHz range.
6. Possible mission profiles
Summarizing the requirements detailed above, this science program requires detecting the following
signals with high signal-to-noise ratio and high precision, over the entire sky.
1. Thermal SZ emission from most galaxy clusters in the Hubble volume, to map hot ionized gas
in the cosmic web: angular resolution 1.5 to 1′; CMB sensitivity ∆y ' 10−6 at 1σ per arcmin
pixel around 150 and 350 GHz; ' 20 frequency channels in the 50–800 GHz frequency range.
2. CMB anisotropies generated by lensing effects and the kSZ effect; angular resolution 1.5 to 1′;
CMB sensitivity ∆T ' 1 to 0.6µK.arcmin; ∼ 20 frequency channels covering the 50–800 GHz
frequency range.
3. CMB anisotropies from z ' 1100; angular resolution 5′ to 1′; sensitivity ∆T ' 1µK.arcmin;
∼ 20 frequency band in the 20–800 GHz frequency range.
4. Absolute emission and fluctuations from dust continuum and [Cii]/CO lines across a wide
range of redshifts (up to z ' 10) with spectral resolution R = 300 extending from ∼ 100 to
∼ 1000 GHz; angular resolution 1–5′; capability to map deep patches.
5. Absolute spectrum of the microwave sky emission from 10 to 2000 GHz; angular resolution ∼ 1◦;
sensitivity integrated over the full observing time in the 0.1–10 Jy sr−1 range.
Overall, the goal would be to achieve, with a combination of instruments, a spectro-polarimetric survey
of the entire sky from 10 to 2000 GHz, with angular resolution 1′ to 1.5′, and sensitivity matching the
requirements of the above science goals.
6.1. Mission overview
The space mission should perform those necessary observations that cannot be done better from the
ground. The key design elements are below.
• Angular resolution between 1.5′ and 1′ at ≥ 300 GHz. This requires a telescope with aperture be-
tween 2.8 m (requirement) and 4.2 m (goal). We rely on ground-based telescopes for the smallest scales
at lower frequencies. A larger telescope in space would be challenging and not cost-efficient.
• Two focal-plane instruments: a broad-band polarized imager from 20 to 800 GHz for CMB
anisotropies, tSZ, kSZ, lensing, and a spectrometer with R ' 300 for CIB tomography and line
intensity mapping from 100 to 1000 GHz.
• A set of FTSs covering 10–2000 GHz for measurement of the absolute spectrum.
This requires an L-class mission, or a combination of L and M missions. Downscoping to M-class would
require reducing the telescope size by a factor ∼ 3, and possibly relaxing the temperature requirement
for the primary mirror, for a space mission similar to CORE or PICO. This would significantly degrade
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Figure 9: PICO overall configuration in side view and cross section (left), front view with V-Groove assembly
shown semi-transparent (middle), and the focal plane (right) (reproduced with permission from Hanany and et
al. [24]). A 2.8-m entrance aperture is achievable by scaling the PICO optical design by a factor of two and
using deployable shields. The PICO focal plane, which containts 12,996 TES bolometers, achieves the noise
levels baselined for the survey proposed here.
most of the high resolution science (cluster and protocluster surveys, CMB lensing science, velocity
flows from kSZ), but remains appealing for primary CMB science (primordial gravitational waves,
cosmological parameters constraints), as shown in the context of the CORE and PICO studies. Such
a mission could be envisaged in the early 2030s in the context of an international collaboration, e.g.
between NASA and ESA.
6.2. Instruments
Polarimetric imager:l i t i i :r r rl i i i : The polarimetric imager must observe the polarized emission in several broad
bands (∆ν/ν ' 0.25) covering the frequency range at which CMB anisotropies and SZ effects dominate.
Its science goals can be achieved with an instrument that is a straight-forward extension of today’s
technologies, specifically based on the design for PICO, an instrument proposed for consideration by
the US-2020 decadal panel [24]; see Fig. 9. Table I gives the expected performance for a full-sky survey
and a deep patch, observed for 2 years and 6 months, respectively, using this instrument.
The current telescope design for PICO, which has a 1.4-m diameter aperture, allows for a factor 2
increase to a diameter of 2.8 m and the instrument would fit with no other changes (except for the
need of deployable shields) within the Ariane 6 shroud. Changes to the optical design should allow
increase to diameters between 3.5 and 4 m. The Herschel mission had a 3.5-m telescope.
The focal plane is continuously maintained at 0.1 K. Several technologies including continuous
adiabatic-demagnetization refrigerators [171, 172] and continuous-cycle dilution refrigerators [173]
are either already near-mature, or should be mature by the 2030s. The focal plane module contains
four elements: (1) low-pass filters rejecting electromagnetic (EM) radiation above the highest band
(∼ 850 GHz); (2) monolithic arrays of thousands of pixel elements that couple the EM radiation from
space to transmission lines, which then channel the power to transition-edge-sensor (TES) bolome-
ters converting the deposited power to current signals; and (3) front-end SQUID amplifiers. Current
technologies allow coupling a broad-band of EM radiation into a focal plane pixel using broad-band
antennas or horns [174, 175], and then channeling specific frequency bands into their bolometers using
on-wafer filters. We will use these technologies with up to three bands per pixel for frequencies up
to ∼ 450 GHz, which is close to the Nb bandgap. At higher frequencies, for which we cannot use
superconducting Nb to channel the EM into transmission lines, we will use direct absorption onto
polarization-sensitive bolometers with one frequency band per pixel.
Both antenna-based and horns-based EM coupling of the radiation are polarization preserving; they
do not alter the incident polarization, but can select for detection one of the polarization states.
End-to-end polarimety is achieved by splitting the incident radiation into two orthogonal polarization
states, and arranging the focal plane to have sensitivity to at least three orientations [24].
The readout is based on the multiplexing N detectors onto two readout lines (where N is called the
multiplexing factor). Both time-domain-based and frequency-domain-based multiplexing are in use by
operating experiments. For PICO we assumed a conservative factor of 128. Systems with multiplexing
factors between 2000 and 4000 are in development.
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Table I: Performance forecast for the polarized imager, from estimated performance of the instrument in the
PICO study [24], and 3.5-m aperture optics. The first set of sensitivity columns are for a 2-year full-sky survey,
the next five for a deeper patch of 5% sky observed for a total of 6 months. Sensitivities for y in the negative
part of the tSZ spectrum are conventionally noted with a negative sign. CMB, y, and brightness sensitivities
are for 1′ pixels, while flux sensitivities (in W m−2) and point source sensitivities (in mJy) are integrated in
the beam. Polarization sensitivities are obtained by multiplying these numbers by
√
2. The last line gives
the aggregated focal plane array sensitivity to signals with the color of CMB or tSZ (actual sensitivity will be
reduced after separation of the astrophysical components).
ν Beam CMB σI tSZ σy σI PS 5σ CMB σI tSZ σy σI Flux ×10−20 PS 5σ
(GHz) (arcmin) (µK) (×106) (kJy sr−1) (mJy) (µK) (×106) (kJy sr−1) (W m−2) (mJy)
21 15.36 18.41 −3.41 0.24 27.89 8.23 −1.52 0.11 13.1 12.47
25 12.8 12.88 −2.4 0.24 19.12 5.76 −1.07 0.10 10.69 8.55
30 11.32 8.74 −1.64 0.23 14.51 3.91 −0.73 0.10 9.73 6.49
36 9.44 6.13 −1.16 0.23 10.09 2.74 −0.52 0.10 8.12 4.51
43 8.88 6.13 −1.18 0.33 12.56 2.74 −0.52 0.14 12.08 5.62
52 7.35 4.29 −0.84 0.33 8.64 1.92 −0.37 0.14 10.05 3.86
62 5.12 4.14 −0.84 0.44 5.57 1.85 −0.37 0.19 7.72 2.49
75 4.27 3.22 −0.68 0.48 4.23 1.44 −0.30 0.21 7.10 1.89
90 3.8 2.14 −0.49 0.43 3.01 0.96 −0.22 0.19 6.06 1.34
108 3.16 1.68 −0.43 0.45 2.16 0.75 −0.19 0.20 5.21 0.96
129 2.96 1.68 −0.51 0.57 2.39 0.75 −0.22 0.25 6.91 1.07
155 2.48 1.38 −0.56 0.56 1.67 0.61 −0.25 0.25 5.79 0.74
186 1.72 3.06 −2.40 1.42 2.02 1.37 −1.07 0.63 8.42 0.90
223 1.44 3.52 15.29 1.70 1.69 1.57 6.84 0.76 8.45 0.75
268 1.28 2.3 1.05 1.02 0.8 1.02 0.46 0.45 4.83 0.36
321 1.04 3.22 0.69 1.15 0.59 1.44 0.31 0.51 4.28 0.26
385 1.00 3.52 0.46 0.84 0.4 1.57 0.20 0.37 3.47 0.18
462 0.84 6.90 0.61 0.87 0.29 3.08 0.27 0.39 3.07 0.13
555 0.60 35.29 2.24 1.81 0.31 15.78 1.00 0.81 3.89 0.14
666 0.52 136.5 6.48 2.06 0.26 61.07 2.89 0.92 3.98 0.11
799 0.44 807.1 29.41 2.43 0.22 360.96 13.15 1.08 4.03 0.10
Total 0.66 0.17 0.29 0.077
Absolute spectrophotometry:l t t t t :s s r rl : Order-of-magnitude improvements to current upper limits for CMB
spectral distortions require continuous spectra at modest spectral resolution, covering 6 or more oc-
taves in frequency with part-per-million channel-to-channel calibration stability. Fourier transform
spectroscopy is ideally suited to this task. The FTS measures the difference spectrum between the
sky and a blackbody calibrator. Unlike an imager, whose frequency channels are set by bandpass
filters, the central frequency, channel bandwidth, and channel-to-channel covariance of an FTS’s syn-
thesized frequency channels depend only on the sampling (apodization) of the interferograms and can
be determined a priori. The photon noise to first order is the same for all channels; it depends on the
integrated optical load over the total passband and scales linearly with the synthesized channel width.
A broad-band FTS based on the PIXIE design [81] would achieve the science goals outlined above.
PIXIE uses a single FTS with 15-GHz channels extending from 15 GHz to 6 THz. If foregrounds were
negligible, PIXIE could detect the µ-distortion from Silk damping of primordial density perturbations
at 2–3 σ and detect recombination lines at comparable levels. Astrophysical foregrounds degrade the
ideal performance and require additional sensitivity at both low and high frequencies [176].
Such sensitivity could be obtained using several nearly-identical FTS modules, each with different
optical passbands and synthesized frequency channels, optimized for either the CMB distortion signals
or for the measuring the competing foreground emission. Table II shows the performance for a design
with three modules covering, respectively, low, middle, and high frequencies (inspired from [83]). Each
module is based entirely on existing technologies.
Filter-bank spectrometer:li t - t t :sr r rli : The recently demonstrated on-chip filter-bank spectrometer is an ideal can-
didate to provide spectral filtering and radiation detection over large bandwidths with minimal weight
and complexity [177]. As shown in Fig. 10, it consists of a chip fabricated from an NbTiN super-
conducting film that creates an electrical circuit which combines radiation detection by means of an
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Table II: Multi-module absolute spectrometer; The mission sensitivity in the last column assumes 70% useful
data and a 6-year mission.
Module νmin (GHz) νmax (GHz) ∆ν (GHz) Sensitivity (Jy.
√
s) Mission sens. (Jy sr−1)
LFM 9.6 38.4 2.4 1435 0.12
MFM 20 600 20 6200 0.54
HFM 406 2000 58 2520 0.22
antenna, spectral filtering by a filter-bank spectrometer and detection by using background limited
MKID detectors and their readout [178]. The technology proposed in Ref. [177] is intrinsically limited
to a 90 GHz to 1.1 THz band due to the properties of the materials used, but can be easily upgraded to
ultra-large bandwidths using leaky-wave antennas [179]. Developments using low-Tc superconductors
(such as Ti or TiN) are needed to go down to 50 GHz; a dielectric-based filter-bank, taking advantage
of the low loss tangents of crystalline Si, is needed to extend the frequency range to 2 THz.
Figure 10: (a): Sketch of the spectrometer chip. (b): Measured spectrum from VV114 with 2017 prototype.
(c): Lab calibration of the spectral response of the individual filters. Reproduced with permission. [177]
Other instrumental options:lt i t t ti :s sr r li i : Other options can be considered for achieving the proposed spectro-
scopic survey. An FTS in the focal plane could be implemented by means of a steerable mirror
reorienting the beam towards the different instruments. This solution is attractive for spectroscopy
at high angular resolution, with the price of complexity for the focal plane assembly. This solution is
not well suited for very accurate measurement of CMB spectral distortions, which do not require high
angular resolution, but must compare the sky to a movable (and tunable) calibrator, and require ex-
cellent stray-light control. In the focal plane of a large telescope, a planar FTS would be an interesting
option, and easier to integrate close to other instruments. This kind of device, not ready yet, make
use of superconducting-microstrip or coplanar delay lines, currently investigated by several groups.
Being coupled to planar antennas, they would be polarization sensitive, and inherently single mode.
For line spectroscopy a Fabry-Perot interferometer and a grating spectrometer would be interesting
options. A cold grating coupled to an actively cooled telescope meets the condition of the lowest
photonic background for sub-mm line search, but it size scales linearly with the spectral resolution.
7. Scientific and technological roadmap
7.1. Scientific heritage and complementarity of probes
The roadmap to the proposed mission benefits from intermediate projects that address a fraction of
the science case.
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• LiteBIRD plans to observe CMB polarization on large angular scales to search for inflation-produced
gravitational waves. Our proposed survey is designed for other scientific objectives, but still improves
upon the LiteBIRD target search limits by a factor of 10.
• The Simons observatory, and later CMB-S4, will observe the CMB and galaxy clusters with 1–1.5′
angular resolution in specific atmospheric windows. Our proposed survey, conducted within a single
space mission, will be as sensitive as ten CMB-S4 experiments. The survey will complement the
frequency coverage in the gaps between atmospheric windows, and make observations above 300 GHz
with angular resolution matching that of the ground experiments. This complementarity will be key
to separate the mixture of SZ effects and CIB emission into their individual contributions.
•Data from other cosmological probes, most notably LSST, will tighten constraints on the cosmological
model; Consistency tests using data from different probes are essential for establishing confidence in
a cosmological model. Complementary probes also help lift parameter degeneracies.
Our proposed survey builds on the technological developments currently ongoing for the next genera-
tion experiments in CMB observations and line intensity mapping.
7.2. Technology challenges and readiness
The proposed survey does not require the development of technologies or techniques that have not
been already demonstrated at some level, either in space, or in ground-based experiments. The main
challenges are to scale up existing capability (in particular the number of detectors and frequency
range of operation), to demonstrate flight readiness for all components, and to provide the scientific
payload with all the necessary resources, in particular in terms of cooling of the telescope and of the
focal plane, on-board power, and telecommunication for data download from an orbit around L2.
A 4-m class telescope at 8 K:l l- t t :ss sl l : The baseline telescope has a 3.5-m aperture, and is actively cooled to
' 8 K. It is the same size used by Herschel, albeit much colder. One option proposed for the Origins
Space Telescope [180], a mission proposed in the US for implementation in the 2020s, has a 5.9-m
telescope cooled to 4 K. For optimal science, a 20% increase of the aperture size with respect to the
baseline (4.2 m instead of 3.5 m) would be desirable if the capacity of the fairing of a next-generation
European launcher allows it. Launchers with an 8-m fairing, as foreseen for the launch of the Origins
Space Telescope flagship mission, are available in the US. Although not desirable, the aperture size
could be reduced by 20% (2.8 m), for an angular resolution of 1.4′ at 300 GHz. For comparison, the
SPICA space mission, currently in phase A, is planned to have a 2.5-m primary actively cooled to
< 10 K.
Optical components:lti t :sli : Optical components for mm and sub-mm astronomy are widely available to-
day. Devices and modelling tools are already reliable for various optical configurations (reflective or
refractive). Polarization filtering and modulation, spectral filtering, phase control, and stray-light
suppression are well understood and can be implemented in a variety of ways, also at cryogenic tem-
peratures. For instruments to be launched post-2035, we can expect reduction in mass and increased
compactness. Solutions based on artificial materials (metamaterials, photonic crystals) are progress-
ing rapidly and will soon offer new tools for astronomy including flat lenses ([181] and [182]) tailored
emissivity mm-wave radiators. These developments are interesting for the scientific program in this
white paper.
Focal plane arrays:l l :srrl l : The polarimetric imager uses 3-color pixels with TES bolometers at frequencies
below 450 GHz. The technology is extensively used on the ground over a narrower range of frequencies,
and with higher optical loading. TES bolometers have been used aboard balloon instruments starting
with the EBEX experiment in 2009 [183]. A flight of LiteBIRD will elevate the TRL of multi-color
pixels with TES bolometers to space-flight worthiness. The technical milestones for the filter-bank
spectrometer are to: (1) demonstrate operation over a broader range of frequencies than have been
used to date, which is 330–380 GHz [177]; and (2) optimize the operation of the detectors to space
loading.
TES and KID readout technologies are progressing rapidly. By the 2030s we should expect multiplexing
factors in the several thousands to have been thoroughly tested. Reduction in power consumption by
FPGAs, ADCs, and DACs would further simplify the design of a 2030s survey.
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